Meetings will be held on Zoom from **3:30-4:45 PM PST on Thursdays unless indicated otherwise**. The workshop is open to all faculty and graduate students. Attendees are expected to read the paper in advance of the workshop. The Zoom link will be circulated to the listserv before each meeting and available on the department calendar. To be added to the listserv, please email hwohl@ucsb.edu or join culture@soc.ucsb.edu on Google Groups.

**April 14th**  
**Jeffrey Guhin (UCLA)**  
“Against Achievement: What Meritocracy Misses about Schools”

**April 21st**  
**Andrew McCumber (BU) and Hesu Yoon (Stanford)**  
“Consuming Places: Cultural and Natural Tourism Narratives in the New York Times Travel Section”

**May 5th**  
**Rachel Skaggs (OSU)**  
“Find Out Who Your Friends Are: Increasing Cohesion in Elite Songwriting Networks”

**May 12th**  
**Jun (Philip) Fang (Colby)**  
"Organic Integration: Authenticity and Universality in the Co-Development of Global Film Scripts"

**May 26th**  
**Ke Nie (UCSD)**  
"The Debussy Affair in 1960s China: Artistic Autonomy and Historical Foreshock of the Cultural Revolution"

The Culture Workshop is organized by Hannah Wohl with support from the Sociology Department.